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Stations on the path to democracy

If D.M. wants to run in the elections for a representative in some Croatian representative body, 
for example, the Istrian, how to achieve this?

A visit to the electoral base and a meeting with potential voters if the potential Peoples' re
presentative is shy and probably too old can only be realized symbolically. So, D.M. visits his 
electoral base, but meetings with potential voters are neither direct nor physical because he 
leaves only a leaflet with his image and the message »I am addressing you Man to Man.« More
over, even the image does not match the D.M. we now know of, as it is a nearly 25yearold 
photograph showing D.M. as a young, attractive, albeit rather an untidy man, who at the same 
time seems »cool« and like a person from a law enforcement poster. And, in the end, to make 
matters worse, the leaflet and the idea are as old as the photo itself. They date back to the late 
1970s – a time when democracy and free elections in Croatia could only be dreamed of *.

The essence of democracy is in the process, and in art, in the artist's addressing his observer. 
It means that D.M., as long as he follows the procedure, honestly addresses his entire electoral 
base and turns to its »electorate,« he may have a chance to win the upcoming election. If he 
does not win, he at least has a chance to publish his program.

 In 2003 D.M. was driving on local Istrian roads, stopping at bus stops along the way, and in 
each one left a leaflet with the image of D.M. and the message »I am addressing you man to 
man« on the walls in the waiting roomsshelters. He left a bowl of candy here and there. The
se strange, almost always empty places sometimes look like chapels by the roadside, some
times  like gloomy bunkers or frightening caves, but always represent lonely waiting, anxiety, 
or boredom, thus becoming places of potential human contact. The electoral base is the area 
of Istria and a hundred sheltersstations along the roads of political agitation. Like the 25ye
arold image of D.M. on the leaflet, these tiny houses also belong to another pastime, so the 
documentation of the contribution to building democracy is at the same time documentation 
of the existence of these small, secluded structures. Each bus stop has characteristics different 
from all the others (shape, method of construction, degree of abandonment, landscape that 
directly surrounds it). Each shelter is one of the sacred principles of democracy.

 Dalibor Martinis, 2003.



* The campaign I am addressing you Man to Man was first realized by Dalibor Martinis in 
1979/80, leaving an anonymous leaflet (A4) with his picture and the same message in the mail
boxes of residents of Zagreb. For the 2003 campaign, the author rewrote an identical leaflet.

The folder, signed by the artist, contains 100 photo sheets in a limited edition 5.
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We The People (U ime naroda), film, b/w, 17', digital
Production: Omnimedia, 2013

What is the meaning and the purpose of the »people« in the movies? Do they populate the 
streets, buses and trains, restaurants and the dance halls, just so that the movie characters 
could feel »normal«? What would the movie reality look like if the heroes would be erased and 
they would be its only inhabitants?

The film is a sort of metapolitical contemplation (using excerpts from famous movies and de
rivations from Guy Debord's texts) on the nature and »social« position of masses of individuals 
without individuality who surround the movie heroes, the only ones allowed to feel, suffer, or 
enjoy in the drama of life on film.
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